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Abstract - The perceptual filter for speech enhancement was 
analytically derived where the frequency content of the input 
noisy signal was made the same as that of the estimated clean 
signal in auditory domain. However, the analytical derivation 
should rely on the deconvolution associated with the spreading 
function in the psychoacoustic model, which results in an ill- 
conditioned problem. In order to cope with the problem 
associated with the deconvolution, we propose a novel 
psychoacoustic model based speech enhancement filter whose 
principle is the same as the perceptual filter, however the filter 
is derived by a constrained optimization which provides 
solutions to the ill-conditioned problem.

Index Terms - Speech Enhancement, Psychoacoustic Model, 
Masking, Optimization

I. INTRODUCTION
Speech enhancements have been actively studied for 

facilitating human-machine interface and mobile 
communications in noisy environments. Recently, speech 
enhancement methods incorporating psychoacoustic model, 
which is already widely used in perceptual wideband audio 
coding, have been introduced. One of them is the perceptual 
filter, which is analytically derived where the frequency 
content of input noisy signal is made the same as that of the 
estimated clean signal in auditory domain [1]. However, we 
note that the analytical derivation of the perceptual filter is 
possible by assuming that the filter remains the same fbr all 
time frames and critical bands, leading to the oversimplified 
filter formula. The perceptual filter should rely on the 
deconvolution associated with the spreading function in the 
psychoacoustic model, which results in an ill-conditioned 
problem [2]. In order to cope with the problem associated with 
the deconvolution, we propose a novel psychoacoustic model 
based speech enhancement filter whose principle is the same as 
the perceptual filter, however the filter is derived by a 
constrained optimization which provides a solution to the ill- 
conditioned problem.

II. PSYCHOACOUSTIC MODEL BASED 
SPEECH ENHANCEMENT FILTER

A linear filter H板 i） is introduced whose gain is assumed to 

be constant within the same critical band. The power spectrum 
of the enhanced speech signal is given by

无（裁）妇），klb<k<khb, 0<b<B-\ （1）

where Yp（k,i） is the power spectrum of the noisy speech 

signal at the analysis frame index i, and b is the critical band 
index, and klb and khb are the lower and upper bounds, 
respectively, of the critical band b , and B is the total number 
of critical bands. Considering that the psychoacoustic 
representation of the noisy speech signal at a certain frequency 
is found by summing the spreaded powers in adjacent critical 
bands, the psychoacoustic representation at that frequency can 
be modified by weighting the powers in adjacent critical bands 
as

3-1
£｛明靂（丿）版（叩）匕（叩）｝=旳凤）』，0<Z><B-l （2） 
v=0

where j is a frequency index, and ^ （/>,（） is the time-domain 

smeared power, and SS is the spreading function, and Xf is 
the psychoacoustic representation of the clean speech signal. 
As shown in （2）, 展（丿）]匕（卩盘）is the spreaded power at
frequency index j corresponding to the critical band index of 
b（j） from the power of at the critical band index v . 
Evaluation of （2） results in the linear algebraic equation in the 
form Y h-x. Y is a matrix whose size is the number of 
frequencies evaluated by the number of critical bands, and 
whose elements of each row are the spreaded powers at the 
frequency of evaluation from the power of 瑜,，）at the 
corresponding critical band. The vector h consists of the filter 
coefficients H（W）, whose size is exactly the number of 
critical bands. The vector x consists of the psychoacoustic 
representation Xf at the frequencies of evaluations, whose 
size is exactly the number of frequencies evaluated. The filter 
coefficients can be solved by the method based on singular 
value decomposition （SVD）. However, it is found that the SVD 
based solution occasionally results in negative values as the
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filter coefficients depending on noise level, which gives rise to 
negative powers. In order to cope with this problem, the 
problem is formulated as a constrained optimization problem as 
follows:

理메】如 . 却2 su아Uhat 0 < hQ, , hB_x < 1 (3)

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The perceptual filter and the proposed speech enhancement 

filter are tested fbr comparison with artificially generated 
signals of the sampling rate of 8 KHz. In the test, the 
psychoacoustic model, originally developed fbr MPEG audio 
coding, is modified to accommodate the test signals [3]. The 
psychoacoustic representation of signals can be obtained by 
removing the making index and the absolute tlwesh이d terms 
from the masking threshold in the MPEG audio [3], [4],

A sinusoidal signal with the amplitude of 1000 and the 
frequency of 1000 Hz and a pseudorandom noise in the range 
of -50 to 50 are generated fbr demonstrating the validity of the 
proposed speech enhancement filter in contrast to the 
perceptual filter. The psychoacoustic representations of the 
noisy signal produced by adding the sinusoidal signal and the 
noise, the sinusoidal signal, and the enhanced signal are shown 
in Fig. 1(a) and (b) for the perceptual filter and the proposed 
filter, respectively. It is shown in Fig. 1 that the perceptual filter 
produces the psychoacoustic representation of the enhanced 
signal different from that of the sinusoidal signal 녀/hereas the 
proposed filter provides exact solution except in the narrow 
frequency region around 600 Hz. In contrast to the perceptual 
filter, the proposed filter seeks a solution taking spreadings of 
adjacent critical bands into account, and thus the 
psychoacoustic representation of the enhanced signal results in 
almost a perfect rendition of the sinusoidal signal. The 
ne이igible discrepancy from the psychoacou아ic representation 
of the sinusoidal signal around 600 Hz is attributed to the 
numerical error associated with the optimization.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
We propose a novel psychoacoustic model based speech 

enhancement filter derived by formulating the problem as a 
constrained optimization, by which the frequency content of 
the input noisy signal is made the same as that of the estimated 
clean signal in auditory domain as the analytically derived 
perceptual filter. It is demonstrated with a sinusoidal signal 
and random noise that the proposed filter produces exact 
solutions in contrast to the perceptual filter.
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Fig. 1. Psychoacoustic representations

(a) Perceptual filter (b) Proposed filter
-------Noisy signal
------ Enhanced signal
........ Sinusoidal signal
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